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Persistent, Indexable, Composable
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● WebXR enables developers to build very rich experiences within a web 
browser.  Foundational, and expressive.  But, alongside that, we desire to…

● Publish, as structured data, a simple mapping between:

○ Web content, suitable for embedding in AR

○ Where in the world to show it, supporting AR enabled techniques

○ When & How to show it

Quick Overview



● Once upon a time, mapping became possible on the web

○ ...but good information about most places in the world was largely unavailable.

○ Crawlers could scrape web content and make best guess associations, but this was difficult and 
unreliable.  It was also only possible with significant effort.

○ Eventually, we settled on structured data: Microdata, JSON-LD, schema.org, etc.

● Location data is now surfaced in search results, maps, online directories, review sites...

● Today, if you own a local business, you do not just publish a website, you also publish structured data about 
your business.

○ Sometimes, do not even publish a full website...

History: Places



Sample markup

https://schema.org/GeoCoordinates https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/local-b
usiness

https://schema.org/GeoCoordinates
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/local-business
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/local-business


Better search 
results, with rich 
preview

https://www.google.com/search?q=
bouchon+in+lyon

https://www.google.com/search?q=bouchon+in+lyon
https://www.google.com/search?q=bouchon+in+lyon


Better search 
results, with rich 
preview

https://www.bing.com/search?q=bo
uchon+in+lyon

https://www.bing.com/search?q=bouchon+in+lyon
https://www.bing.com/search?q=bouchon+in+lyon


3DMap powered by 
ARKit & Mapbox.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
V7vU2wk6LyA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7vU2wk6LyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7vU2wk6LyA


Google Lens



Google Maps AR

Screenshot from I/O 2018



Google Maps AR

Screenshot from I/O 2018



● Majority of Places did not have AR in mind at all, and yet, by publishing as data, an ecosystem 
of aggregators and creative presentation continues to evolve

● For these local businesses, largely they only care to reach and inform users, don’t necessarily 
even want to maintain the presentation

By publishing as Data, 
Presentation can evolve



● Classification & Localization

○ Existing: Geolocation, Barcodes/QRCodes[*]

○ New: Visual Markers (2d images), OCR, 3d spaces, ML models...

● Content

○ Existing: Page Snippets, Structured Data based templates, Rich Media Types

○ New: Magic windows, dioramas, Augmented Planes, explicit 3d Positioning, 
Declarative 3D Content (GLTF, <model>)...

● (Shout out: WebHD, Web Packaging, Portals -- for potentially richer, privacy preserving 
rendering)

What’s new with AR



Best Practices

http://w3c.github.io/dwbp/bp.html https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-bp/

“One of the main goals [...] is to facilitate interaction between publishers and consumers of data on the Web.”

http://w3c.github.io/dwbp/bp.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-bp/


ARML?

http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/arml http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/initiatives/arpilot2017

“AR becomes truly magic when one can start ‘browsing’ reality - but this requires constant and adaptive access to live 
data about the surrounding environment. While the data can be provided using OGC standards and displayed using 
W3C ones, ensuring the two can be combined in real-time live AR experiences remains to be shown.”

http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/arml
http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/initiatives/arpilot2017


● Note: Immersive-web Charter → Out of scope: Defining mechanisms 
for global-scale AR browsing.

● Acknowledge and embrace the level of exploration and innovation that 
is happening on high precision tracking systems (e.g. indoor mapping, 
cm-level anchoring, etc.)

○ It is a non-goal to define or pick any specific tracking systems. 

○ Instead the goal is to develop generic guidelines that can 
accommodate the evolution of these services without requiring 
a redesign.

Too early for AR publishing?

https://w3c.github.io/immersive-web-wg-charter/immersive-web-wg-charter.html


● Help reach Critical Mass for AR

○ By surfacing many simple results in one place, give users destinations which 
yield useful results regularly.  Build habits.

● Discoverability, for publishers

○ Useful Entry point which launches standalone immersive experiences

● Solve real world problems for users

● Support solutions which are built on Web

○ Useful for Search

○ Useful AR content portals

Potential Benefits



● We’ve begun to investigate existing practices, and identify missing 
pieces.  Expect us to reach out with our findings.

● Some Google products will begin publishing guidelines for third party 
content integration into AR-enabled products

○ Google Lens (Photos, Assistant, Camera...)

○ They want to build this on web standards, so that data is hosted 
publically -- not stored in a silo.  But we must provide the path 
forward and seize opportunity.

● We hope/expect others must be facing similar challenges & goals -- 
Let’s talk!

Closing Thoughts


